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     Special Heroes 

 

Hook: 

 

Special Heroes (4 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Prayerfully meditative Artist type have to healer living real make arrangements 

every effort matters right?  Cruise along heal a storm lotta value shining light.. 

Let us be to peace teaching love not the drama hype 

 

Purposeful is what it is motivation for the Kids  

Joy and peace resulting from the service how the Spirit lives Exceedingly 

abundantly progressive balance what it did  

Within the grace to make us stronger physically benefits 

 

Everlasting love peace across the Earth 

Arguments the mission carries on beyond the very worst 

Courage with the proof don't listen haters of the curse  

Everyday offer it up focus into something works 
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Special Heroes tried to say what was goin' on within 

Living peace it takes work gratitude n' that's the win 

We survived to share the miracle air support defends 

Truth remains always will love is real not the skin 

 

Hook: 

 

Special Heroes (4 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Best effort give it to God time to shine the light 

What's the reciprocity of curse taking Women's rights 

Maybe sterilize careful what they wish thinking right? 

Spiritually love help us with the next election fight 

 

Sleeper politics name recognition rarely cares 

Won't be honest with itself sociopath into a tares 

Privatizing public health a few decide to own the shares 

Rapture ain’t personal G is all into the air 
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Curse asks for your vote then it takes away the vote 

Go figure demagogued into a plague what a joke 

Waking up to history with inner peace is really woke 

Hate is our opponent mixed economy is taking notes 

 

Birtherism would announce with no announcements 

All to get attention curse the peace n' dry the fountains 

Pray for strength G is truly movin’ inner mountains 

Love versus static revelation till it trounces 

 

Hook: 

 

Special Heroes (4 times) 

 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace Team.  As we've witnessed the world unite in outrage, we know it's 

unsettling to witness what curserism did. It's so evil that a demagogued' itself into 

a plague. Yet it still tries to trick votes. Parents voting against their own child's 

control over their body and being told to fear diversity and public health. It's the 

same trick calling it socialism.  Using famous smears lying that a liberal minded 

service person doesn't love children? It's a horrible lie.  It's curserism that hates. 

And the truth is exposed in the global assembly. Curserism traditionally tries to 

claim faith, yet we lead them to Joshua 5:13, it's a mutual surrender.  And we've 

learned together through studying history, that repeats itself... nothing is new 

under the sun. We look at originalist judges that are achieving the "Leninist 
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strategy" to send human rights and voting rights back to former slave states, the 

way that the Confederacy might have wanted.  So we have to just keep working 

on the peace, teaching Parents that love is truly real, and that we sow seeds and 

God provides the increase. Call it Providence or luck. Peace 

 


